<PAGE 123>
INT. BRIDGER'S OFFICE - DAY
CU on computer screen of interrogation room with Binary Bits
sitting at the table as Kensington looms over her with Dunham
off to the side observing.
KENSINGTON
You're not out of the woods... yet.
Kensington takes what looks to be a small cylindrical item
out of the paper bag she found in the library and places it
on the table.
KENSINGTON (CONT'D)
This... explains nothing.
BINARY BITS
(in obvious disgust)
Damn! I knew you were bluffing.
Kensington & Dunham eye each other for a moment as Dunham
shifts his weight from one foot to the other.
KENSINGTON
(back towards Binary
Bits)
Explain again your connection to
East/West Gate Tribe and the
involvement of the Russians and
Chinese.
Binary Bits is as silent and still as roadkill.
DUNHAM
(shifting his weight
again)
Uh. I don't think she ever did.
ZOOM/CUT IN CLOSER on the screen.
"High Roller" by Crystal Method starts to play under.
Binary Bits is seated with Dunham looming. Kensington is off
to the side observing.
BINARY BITS
I don't know why you even bother.
Stripping me clean of my bits and
pieces will get you nowhere. You're
all washed up.

2.
Dunham cricks his neck nervously.
DUNHAM
(shifting his weight)
Uh... We know about the breaching.
BINARY BITS
You mean you're reaching. You know
nothing.
KENSINGTON
Enough with the charades. We know
about the watchlist.
Dunham motions with his hand for Kensington to stop.
DUNHAM
You're... uh... gonna fry like bacon
bits if you don't tell us who you're
targeting. Do you understand?
BINARY BITS
Uh... yes, targeting...
CUT TO XCU of Bridger... ZOOM OUT to show Bridger looking at
computer screen.
BRIDGER
John Doe, where did you go?
You just left me with bits and pieces.
FLASH IMAGES of:
KENSINGTON LOOKING IN MIRROR... DUNHAM DISSOLVING...
THE RAVE...
HITS OF "X"...
THE WESTIN...
RED FISH IN THE POOL...
Red Fish emerges from Westin pool, MORPHING into HEUBURN
with dreadlocks.../DISTORTED/SUPERIMPOSED/PARALLEL UNIVERSE
FX... no agents in sight.
WHITE FLASH/DISSOLVE TO:
THE VR/SD CHAMBER... with JD inside laying still in the water.
JD starts to thrash around as the MUSIC PICKS UP.
TITLE: "TO BE CONTINUED..."
CUT TO BLACK:

3.
"High Roller" by Crystal Method continues to play/PLAYS UP.

